Polymer selection for biphenyl degradation in a solid-liquid two-phase partitioning bioreactor.
The commercially available thermoplastic polymer Hytrel was selected as the delivery phase for the hydrophobic model compound biphenyl in a solid-liquid two-phase partitioning bioreactor (TPPB), and 2.9 g biphenyl could successfully be degraded in 1-L TPPBs by a pure culture of the biphenyl-degrading bacterium Burkholderia xenovorans LB400 in 50 h and by a mixed microbial consortium isolated from contaminated soil in 45 h. TPPBs consist of an aqueous cell-containing phase and an immiscible second phase that partitions toxic and/or poorly soluble substrates (in this case biphenyl) on the basis of maintaining a thermodynamic equilibrium. This paper illustrates a rational strategy for selecting a suitable solid polymeric substance for the delivery of the poorly water-soluble model compound biphenyl. The partitioning of biphenyl between the selected polymers and water was analogous to partitioning of solutes between two immiscible liquid phases. The partitioning coefficients varied between 180 for Nylon 6.6 and 11,000 for Desmopan, where the later numerical value is comparable to biphenyl partitioning coefficients between water and organic solvents. Employing a solid delivery phase enabled the utilization of a surfactant-producing microbial mixed culture, which could not be cultivated in liquid-liquid TPPBs and thereby extended the range of biocatalysts that can be employed in TPPBs.